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 If you have any special requests
we are happy to help!

Currently, MindMaze operates with 4 game rooms  at two locations. The games are optimized

for 2-6 players so up to 30 people  in total can play at the same time. If you are planning 

a teambuilding event for more people, it requires to book more time slots.

A game takes 60 minutes, plus a few minutes before the game for a short briefing.

There is a 30 min break between the groups for briefing and rearranging game rooms. 

We are open every day from 10:00 until 21:00. 

For the specific time schedule of the games please contact us or visit our website. 
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MAGIC 
MIRRORS 

Dark secrets and mysterie...

Magic Mirrors, our newest escape room, is infused with dark

secrets and mysteries. Now your time has come to enter the lair of

the League of Shadows and free magic!

Your mission is to break into the League’s secret hideout and

steal a legendary magical object called the Arcanum. The

prophecy says,  it  can release all  magic again! But you must hurry!

If you run out of time, magic will  be lost again.. .
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Journey to far away lands. . .

Welcome to the world of adventure, invention, and magic! 

Join the adventure of Nautilus submarine and its brave crew, on

their unexpected journey to far, dangerous, and unexplored lands!

Nautilus is a Jules Verne inspired escape game combining

different playstyles to give you an experience of a unique

adventure of steam, science, exploration, and magic.  

Also, you get to drive a submarine!

2-6 players No locks High-tech 





Travel aboard the Galactic Pioneer spaceship to the far end 

of the galaxy to colonize a planet and save the future of mankind!

High-tech game for an interactive movie-like experience:
action-coordinated sound and light effects, innovative 

high-tech solutions in a fully computer-controlled environment.

SAVE HUMANITY

A NEW EXPERIENCE

2-6 players No locks High-tech 





Legend has it...

Play in Battle Mode

Travel back to the 16th century Prague in search of the

Philosopher's stone. Only those who can solve all the puzzles 

and mysteries protecting the stone prove they deserve its power!

2-5 players MysteryBattle Mode

We have 2x the Alchemist's Chamber game at our location -

identical rooms, same challenges but only one team can win! 

The direct competition between groups  makes the game even more

challenging and fun! Ideal for teambuildings and big team events!

OUR TIP!





THE MISSION

AUTHENTIC ATMOSPHERE

You are on a military mission! You need to steal the submarine

plans from the enemy headquarters behind the enemy lines.

Escape the prison and find the plans before the time runs out!

Dense atmosphere, contemporary objects  and realistic props

make this spy mission an unforgettable adventure!

2-5 players TeamworkAction
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Tailored event invitation Conference rooms 

Diploma or gift Catering

Can be sent printed or electronically

with event details to invite your

colleagues.

A diploma of completion or a bottle 

of wine in a wooden box closed with 

a brain teaser.

Conference rooms are available for up to

100 people at Etnosvět Restaurant

which is only 20m from MindMaze

location.

Various catering options upon request:

 welcome drink / finger food / warm

dishes.

Would you like to have your own tailored
game for your event? Let us know!

OUR TIP!



SOME OF THE MANY
SATISFIED COMPANIES
WHICH HAVE VISITED
US ALREADY

"Escape games from MindMaze were a really good choice.
The good cooperation between us during the game proved
that we are a really good team. I have to say that we could

not start the evening better! "

- lasice from TripAdvisor



DAVID HAVEL
BUSINESS DIRECTOR

+420 775 926 611
david.havel@mindmazeprague.com

www.mindmaze.cz


